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Abstract 

CotsBots: An Off-the-Shelf Platform for Distributed Robotics 

by 
 

Sarah Bergbreiter 
 

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 
University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Kristofer S.J. Pister, Research Advisor 
 

This thesis presents the CotsBots – inexpensive and modular robots built entirely 

from commercial off-the-shelf components.  These robots provide a convenient platform 

on which to investigate algorithms, cooperation and distributed sensing in large (greater 

than 50) robot networks.  Each robot is small (13cm x 6.5cm base) and costs 

approximately $200 in quantity.  Each is equipped with on-board processing, radio 

communication, and a base platform for mobility.  Software is written using TinyOS, an 

open-source, event-driven operating system for large-scale distributed sensor and actuator 

networks.  TinyOS also provides a modular software environment where implementation 

details may be abstracted away from the robot application developer.  Several 

applications were designed and tested to demonstrate the use of CotsBots in sensor 

networks and multi-robot applications.  While the CotsBots built for this thesis are only 

capable of relatively simple applications, future work in software tools, sensor 

integration, and localization should help shape the CotsBots into an extremely useful tool 

for multi-robot research. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

Large numbers of robots working together can provide numerous advantages over 

a single large, sensor-laden robot, and can even enable applications not otherwise 

possible.  Multiple robots provide a spatially distributed view of the world and can work 

in parallel to perform different tasks simultaneously or speed up the result of a single 

task.  Using more than one robot increases the system’s robustness – if one robot fails, 

the others can fill in for their lost comrade.  “Divide and conquer” problems like 

exploration or mapping are perfect applications for large numbers of robots.  However, 

distributed robotics has remained an illusive goal for many technical reasons. 

In the past, research in large-scale multi-robot systems has been limited due to the 

size, cost, and complexity of the various robots used.  Khepera robots at first seem ideal 

due to their small size and off-the-shelf hardware. However, each Khepera robot plus 

radio turret costs approximately $3000 [1].  Pioneer robots common throughout multi-

robot research today prove to be prohibitively large for a small lab environment [2].  

Other robot platforms such as the Robomote [3], MICAbot [4], and the Millibots [5] 

provide small, economical platforms for developing large-scale mobile robot 

applications, but suffer from the custom design and assembly approach historically 

associated with the robotics community.  Microrobots could potentially reduce size and 
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cost to a very small fraction of the above solutions, but would not typically be accessible 

to the average user [6]. 

Programming multi-robot systems has been cumbersome due to programming 

languages and operating systems that do not readily support small, networked robots.  

The application developer is often required to rewrite lower level drivers and a new 

network stack for each new robot used.  Simulation and other software tools repeatedly 

need to be written from scratch.  A multi-robot research platform should put the emphasis 

on application and algorithm development, yet provide enough flexibility to modify 

lower level software as necessary. 

These same problems of size, cost, and complex programming environments were 

once present in the large-scale sensor network community as well.  Sensor nodes were 

generally large, expensive and proprietary, and the existing software could not easily 

manage large numbers of these nodes.  Size and expense would easily be taken care of by 

shrinking an entire sensor node down to a single chip [7].  But even with developments 

like this, the hardware was still proprietary and the software for controlling chip-sized, 

networked sensors did not yet exist.  In a step towards solving the hardware challenges, 

Hollar presented a small, cheap, off-the-shelf sensor node solution (COTS Dust) [8].  

Using COTS Dust as a base, Hill, et al. developed a software environment specifically 

designed for resource-constrained, networked sensors [9].   
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Figure 1.1 A Motivation for the CotsBots.  Just as COTS Dust provided an off-the-
shelf platform to test new ideas and algorithms for Smart Dust and large-scale 
sensor networks, the CotsBots are intended to provide a platform to investigate new 
ideas and algorithms for the large-scale multi-robot systems made possible by 
Microrobots. 

 

This thesis presents the analog to COTS Dust in distributed robotics research 

(Figure 1.1).  A distributed robot platform for use in multi-robot systems research should 

be small, inexpensive, flexible for testing a variety of algorithms, easy to build and 

maintain, simple to program, and non-proprietary.  The CotsBots presented here satisfy 

all of these requirements and are intended to provide an effective multi-robot research 

platform that anyone can build and use.   
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Chapter 2  

Design Considerations 

 

As discussed above, a distributed robot research platform should be small, cheap, 

flexible, easy to use, easy to program, and non-proprietary.  Size and cost are important 

factors when designing a large-scale multi-robot platform given that research should be 

feasible within a reasonably sized lab space and budget.  “Ease of use” is a term not 

easily defined, but in this case it describes the time required to assemble and use the robot 

hardware.  Programming should be done without having to learn a new robot-specific 

language or write a lot of new code.  Basic functionality provided by such a platform 

should be useful while also maximizing flexibility in research.  Finally, the robots and 

software should be accessible to everyone.  Several of the robots mentioned in Chapter 1 

are shown in Figure 2.1 plotted with respect to a few of these criteria: size, cost, and ease 

of use. 

These design considerations are important for a research-oriented distributed 

robot platform – the primary design goal of the CotsBots.  Robots deployed in real-world 

applications are subject to different criteria.  Size and cost are heavily application-

dependent for a real-world robot platform.  For example, robots designed to collectively 

search through rubble from an earthquake are not subject to the same size and cost 

constraints of robots testing search algorithms in a research lab.  In a robot designed for 

the real world, hardware and software would include a greater focus on reliability and 
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robustness which is not critical for research use.  Naturally, the proprietary nature of 

hardware and software is not an issue for non-research robots.  This thesis presents a 

platform for use in research and not for use in real-world applications. 

 

Figure 2.1 A 3-D Representation of Previous Work in Multi-Robot Systems.  The 
robots are placed based on their relative size, cost, and “ease of use.” 

 

2.1 Size 

Using a large number of robots should not require an inordinately large 

workspace.  The Pioneer robots are on the high end of the size scale in Figure 2.1 above.  

Each Pioneer 3-DX robot has a 2-D footprint of approximately 44 cm x 40 cm for a total 

of .18 m2 [2].  A network of 50 Pioneer 3-DX robots and an occupied to unoccupied 

space ratio of 1:100 would require a lab space of 900 m2 – the size of a two basketball 

courts.  In contrast, a CotsBot built out of a small RC car as shown in Figure 2.2 has a 

footprint of 13 cm x 6 cm for a total occupied area of 0.0078 m2.  The lab space required 
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for 50 CotsBots is approximately 39 m2 – much closer to the size of a medium lab 

environment or large hallway.  While an appropriate ratio of occupied to unoccupied 

space varies with application, 1:100 is likely low to average for an exploration or 

mapping task. 

 

Figure 2.2 A Kyosho Mini-Z CotsBot. 

 

Robot size also has secondary effects like functionality and speed.  A smaller 

robot will in general be able to carry fewer sensors and limited computation and 

communication equipment.  However, as demonstrated by Smart Dust, advances in 

microelectronics and micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) allow more and more 

sensors, computation, and communication features to exist in smaller packages [7].   

Smaller robots generally reduce the maximum speed of the robot as well.  On the 

smaller end of the size spectrum, the microrobot was designed to move at a speed of 100 

µm/s [6] and the Robomote moved at approximately 7.5 cm/s [3].  If using these robots to 

explore a large area, the smaller, slower robots will require a much longer amount of 
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time.  To keep these time scales reasonable, CotsBots can be built with a Kyosho Mini-Z 

RC Car which zips around at speeds well over 120 cm/s.  

2.2 Cost 

Budget is always an important factor in research and buying 50 robots should not 

require an entire year’s funding.  A basic Khepera robot with a turret for radio 

communication costs approximately $3000 [1].  50 Khepera robots cost $150,000, 

although quantity discounts would undoubtedly apply.  This cost is unacceptable for a 

typical lab budget and other robots like the Pioneer can cost even more.  Instead, a test-

bed of 50 robots should cost no more than a high-end piece of lab equipment.  Therefore, 

the target cost for each CotsBot was set to $200 for a total budget of $10,000.  A 

hardware cost breakdown for the CotsBots is shown below in Table 2.1. 

Part Cost (Quantity 50) 
RC Car/Tank $54.95-$79.99 
Mica Mote $125 
MotorBoard $37.12 

Parts $14.82 
Board $6.30 
Assembly $16 

Total $217 
Table 2.1 Hardware Costs Associated with Building a CotsBot.  The target price is 
$200/robot. 

 

2.3 Ease of Use and Programming 

Time is also a consideration for any researcher.  Building, maintaining, and 

programming 50 robots should not require enormous quantities of time or human 

resources.  One advantage of the Khepera and Pioneer robots is that they are available 
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directly off-the-shelf and many software tools have been made available for simulations 

and programming.  Of course, that comes at a price as shown in Section 2.2.   

The CotsBots hardware is purchased off-the-shelf with “some assembly required” 

(also known as the Ikea principle).  While this principle may be the bane of every person 

who buys Ikea furniture, it is also a cheap and relatively time effective alternative to 

building robots (or furniture) from scratch each time.  Eighty CotsBots have been 

assembled so far and an experienced assembler requires only 15-20 minutes per robot.   

Software is built on top of TinyOS, an open-source code base used commonly 

throughout the sensor network community.  TinyOS offers low-level code for reuse as 

well as a good support system and software tools.  By using off-the-shelf parts requiring 

little assembly and an established software base, the CotsBots attempt to minimize the 

time required to build and maintain a large-scale distributed robot test-bed. 

2.4 Functionality 

The CotsBots are intended to serve as a general-purpose platform for multi-robot 

research which can range from simple group behaviors to more complex mapping and 

exploration algorithms.  Therefore, while the base functionality must remain useful, 

flexibility is essential to enable a variety of research directions.  A mapping application 

might require sonar sensors to detect distances to objects as well as sensors for 

localization.  A simple group behavior algorithm may only require radio communication 

between the robots. 
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It was therefore determined that the base functionality of the CotsBots should 

provide only processing, communication, motor control, and power: the absolute 

necessities of a multi-robot application.  It is intended that sensors will be added as 

required by the application and an interface to potential sensors is made available through 

the processor.  Section 3.4 will discuss available sensors further.  Flexibility is also 

addressed through both hardware and software modularity as discussed in Chapter 3 and 

Chapter 4. 

It is also important to note that the CotsBots have been developed within the 

context of large-scale sensor networks.  Keeping the base functionality on the CotsBots 

as simple as possible allows sensing functionality to come from a surrounding sensor 

network instead.  For example, localization and tracking information could be provided to 

the robot from external sensors throughout the area in which robots are traveling [10]. 

2.5 Open Source 

A distributed robot platform only serves the research community if that 

community can access and use the robots and software.  The platform becomes 

particularly useful when groups can add their own improvements and modifications.  To 

encourage sharing, the CotsBots’ hardware and software are both “open-source.”  

Hardware schematics, layout files, bills of materials, vendors, and assembly instructions 

are available on the CotsBots project website [11].  CotsBots software is hosted on the 

TinyOS site at SourceForge [12]. 
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Chapter 3  

Hardware Architecture 

 

The CotsBots are built entirely from off-the-shelf components with the goal of 

remaining as cheap, simple, flexible, and “open-source” as possible.  Three main 

components comprise a basic CotsBot: the Mica mote, MotorBoard, and base platform 

(Figure 3.1).  Sensors can be added as required by the application. 

 

Figure 3.1 An Exploded View of the CotsBots.  A basic CotsBot consists of three 
main components: the Mica mote, MotorBoard, and base platform. 

 

3.1 Mica Mote 

The Mica mote (Mica) is commercially available from Crossbow Technology and 

provides communication, most of the processing, and most of the sensor interfaces on the 

CotsBots [13].  Designed as an inexpensive, off-the-shelf platform for wireless sensor 

networks, the Mica line of motes is the current incarnation of the COTS Dust hardware 

described in [8].  The Mica2 is the latest Mica model available from Crossbow and is 
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based on the Atmel ATmega128L microcontroller, a low-power AVR 8-bit processor 

with 128 Kbytes of flash program memory, 4 Kbytes of EEPROM and 4 Kbytes of 

internal SRAM.  The ATmega128L also includes an 8-channel 10-bit ADC, three 

hardware timers, and several bus interfaces including SPI, I2C, and two USARTs.  The 

Mica2 measures 5.8 cm x 3.2 cm, although smaller form factors are available, including 

the quarter-sized Mica2Dot.  For simplicity, any mote in the Mica family will be termed 

“Mica” in this thesis although the Mica2 is the only mote currently used on the CotsBots. 

One of the unique features of the Mica motes is the integrated ChipCon CC1000 

radio available in 315, 433, or 868/916 MHz bands used for low-power communication.  

The CC1000 has a maximum bandwidth of 76.8 Kbaud and ranges up to 1000 ft have 

been demonstrated outdoors.  Indoor ranges depend heavily on the surrounding 

environment but ranges of 50-100 ft are not uncommon.  A minimum of four radio 

channels are available depending on what center frequency is chosen, and the RF output 

power is adjustable to increase or decrease the communication radius.  Received signal 

strength is also available on the CC1000 and its use for distance sensing has been 

attempted in the past [14]. 

The radio may also be used to remotely program the Mica mote [15].  When using 

more than fifty robots for an application, network programming is essential for the sanity 

of the programmer and provides a substantial ease-of-use advantage for the CotsBots. 
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Figure 3.2 The Mica Mote Hardware Architecture.  The Mica provides processing 
and communication as part of the base functionality of the CotsBots (original 
graphic courtesy of J. Hill). 

 

Three LEDs are provided for visual debugging and a 51-pin connector interface 

permits the connection of additional sensor and actuator boards as described in Sections 

3.2 and 3.4.  The Mica is sold with an attached battery pack containing 2 AA batteries 

which are used to power the Mica circuitry.  Using no power conservation algorithms, a 

typical continuous application on the Mica lasts just under one week.  A block diagram of 

the Mica architecture is shown in Figure 3.2. 

3.2 MotorBoard  

The MotorBoard is responsible for actuation on the CotsBots and its architecture 

is shown in Figure 3.3.  While not directly commercially available, the vendors used for 

parts, board manufacture and assembly are listed on the CotsBots project website [11].  

For the $37 listed in Table 2.1, a researcher can build a MotorBoard without even 
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soldering a resistor.  The MotorBoard uses its own processor, the Atmel ATmega8L, for 

maximum flexibility in interfacing with the other CotsBots components.  The ATmega8L 

is equipped with 8 Kbytes of flash program memory, 512 bytes EEPROM and 1 Kbyte 

internal SRAM as well as an integrated 10-bit ADC, several hardware timers with PWM 

support, and the SPI, I2C, and UART bus interfaces. 

 

Figure 3.3 The MotorBoard Hardware Architecture.  The MotorBoard provides 
actuation for the CotsBots through an ATmega8 microcontroller and 2 H-bridge 
circuits. 

 

In addition to the ATmega8L, the MotorBoard includes two discrete MOSFET H-

bridge circuits, which can be used to provide independent speed and direction control for 

motors, positioning for servos, switching relays or solenoids and a variety of other 

actuation schemes.  Each H-bridge circuit shown in Figure 3.4 is specified to handle over 

4A at 30V, although this will be considerably less without the use of an external heat sink 

which is not currently included on the MotorBoard.  Most small electric motors require 

no more than 300mA at 6V for which the current design is more than acceptable. 
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Figure 3.4 H-Bridge Circuit.  The resistors and NPN transistors bring the signal 
level from the ATmega8 up to MOTOR_VDD. 

 

The MotorBoard uses the same 51-pin connector mentioned earlier to 

communicate with the Mica using either the UART or I2C bus.  An LED is included for 

debugging and a standard 0.1” Molex 8-pin connector is used to attach the MotorBoard to 

the robot base.  Two power supplies are available on the MotorBoard: 3V from the Mica 

batteries to control the digital circuitry and MOTOR_VDD supplied by the base platform 

to drive the motors.  The H-bridge circuits use NPN transistors to boost signals from the 

ATmega8L to MOTOR_VDD required by the H-bridge. 

The MotorBoard also provides a circuit for an Analog Devices ADXL202e 2-axis 

+/- 2g accelerometer with 17 mg resolution at 50 Hz (Figure 3.5).  The accelerometer is 

an optional component on the MotorBoard and is not considered part of the CotsBots’ 

base functionality.  However, it has been demonstrated to be useful in collision detection 

as described later in Chapter 5.  Both digital and analog outputs are available on the 

ADXL202e, but only the analog outputs are used due to interrupt constraints on the 

ATmega8L.   
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Figure 3.5 The ADXL202e Circuit on the MotorBoard.  Only the analog outputs are 
used. 

 

3.3 Base Platform 

The base platform for the CotsBots supplies mobility as well as power to drive the 

robots.  Considering the design considerations in Chapter 2, an ideal base platform should 

be small, cheap, and self-contained.  Speed and maneuverability are secondary factors – a 

fast, easily controllable (holonomic) system is preferred.   

While any off-the-shelf base may be used, most of the CotsBots are currently built 

from a Kyosho Mini-Z Racer RC Car [16].  By using a toy car, the motors, wheels, and 

batteries are already conveniently packaged and easy to use.  Another example of a 

CotsBots base is the Plantraco Desktop Rover, a differential drive platform [17].  As 

should be expected from the CotsBots, software is easily modified to substitute the Rover 

for the Mini-Z in any application.  As will be described later in Chapter 4, this 

application-level modification requires substituting the Rover software module for the 

MiniZ software module assuming they are both designed to support the same set of 

commands.  Both base platforms are shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6 Kyosho Mini-Z Racer RC Car and Plantraco Desktop Rover.  These are 
two base platforms that have been used for the CotsBots.  Pictures courtesy of 
[16],[17]. 

 

3.3.1 Kyosho Mini-Z Racer RC Car 

Kyosho creates a variety of Mini-Z RC Cars to choose from.  The models used in 

CotsBots built thus far have been made to resemble popular street cars like the Honda S-

2000 and VW Beetle.  These Mini-Zs can generally run over short-pile carpets as well as 

tile floors found in a typical lab.  Clearance is limited to navigating over small bumps and 

doorway moldings.  However, Kyosho has released several new models including the 

“Overland” series of SUVs and a Monster Truck shown in Figure 3.7.  These vehicles, 

which have much greater clearance and a better suspension, could conceivably be used 

outdoors or in a more cluttered indoor environment.  The Overland is the same size as a 

standard CotsBots Mini-Z while the Monster Truck is approximately 50% larger.  

Kyosho also offers additional accessories such as high-grip tires and traction-control 

differential gear assemblies which might be useful on future CotsBots. 
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Figure 3.7 The Overland Mini-Z and Monster Truck Mini-Z.  The Overland 
provides a better suspension and clearance while the Monster Truck takes this to 
the extreme, crushing all soda cans in its path.  Pictures courtesy of [16]. 

 

The Kyosho Mini-Z meets many of the requirements of an ideal CotsBots base 

platform.  It is small, fast, self-contained, and available off-the-shelf.  However, the 

current price is relatively expensive considering a $200 price point and the car steering 

makes the Mini-Z less easily controlled than a differential drive vehicle.  General 

specifications for the Mini-Z are listed in Table 3.1 and described in the following 

subsections. 

VW Beetle Mini-Z Specs Value 
Length 130 mm 
Width 60 mm 
Height 35 mm 
Wheelbase 90 mm 
Max Speed (controllable) ~ 120 cm/s 
Max Turning Radius 30o  
4 AAA Battery Running Time 50 min 
Cost $80 

Table 3.1 Specifications for a Mini-Z CotsBot.  80 Mini-Z CotsBots have been built. 

 

3.3.1.1 Speed 

The Mini-Z RC Cars are designed to achieve impressive speeds, with one review 

listing a top speed over 5 m/s [18].  Speed is set in software using an 8-bit number which 
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controls the pulse-width modulated (PWM) output to the motor from the ATmega8L 

processor.  To better characterize speed, a CotsBot built from a Mini-Z was equipped 

with fresh batteries and timed over a distance of two meters at six different speed 

settings, five times per speed setting (Figure 3.8).  Speeds ranged from 40 cm/s to well 

over 100 cm/s with standard deviations generally around 1-2 cm/s.  Unfortunately, the 

CotsBots are not very controllable at speeds much greater than this due to wheel 

skidding.  Speed is relatively linear except at speeds below 20.  This is likely due to the 

fact that there is a certain threshold in speed setting below which the CotsBot doesn’t 

move due to inertia.   

Separate tests also showed that these speeds vary greatly with battery voltage for 

both alkaline and NiMH rechargeable batteries.  Theoretically, these deviations could be 

calibrated out by monitoring battery level with the ATmega8L’s ADC on the MotorBoard 

although this has not yet been tested. 

 

Figure 3.8 Speed Characterization.  Results are fairly linear except at the low end.   
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3.3.1.2 Turning Radius 

The Mini-Z uses Ackerman steering to navigate, similar to the steering system on 

modern cars.  Turns on the Mini-Z are controlled in software by a number between 0-60, 

where 30 is considered straight.  To measure the Mini-Z CotsBots’ turning radius, the 

robot was driven in a half-circle and the diameter of this circle was marked.  Turn radii 

were tested in increments of 5, five times each, at a speed of 50.  Results of the 

equivalent turning angle are plotted in Figure 3.9.  Turning angles varied from 

approximately -30o to +30o with standard deviations under 1o.  Results were symmetric 

for right and left turns and therefore only right turns are plotted below.  It is interesting to 

note that results deviate from linearity when the turning angle is close to straight.  In 

separate experiments it was shown that the turning radius had very little dependence on 

speed; over a speed setting from 40 to 70, the turning angle changed approximately 1o. 

 

Figure 3.9 Turning Angle Characterization.  Results are symmetric on both the 
right and left sides so only right is shown. 
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3.3.1.3 Power 

On the Kyosho Mini-Z Racer RC Car platform, power is provided by 4 AAA 

batteries.  Drive time was tested by running the motors at an excessive speed of 150 (out 

of a scale from 0-255) to make up for the absence of load on the motors provided by 

running the car on a flat surface.  The motors slowed gradually, with a noticeable speed 

difference after 50 minutes.  This time matches observations from running the CotsBots 

in various experiments.  Batteries generally became unusable after about an hour of total 

run time. 

3.3.2 Plantraco Desktop Rover 

The Plantraco Desktop Rover is a tracked, differential drive alternative to the 

Kyosho Mini-Z.  The Rover also meets most of the requirements for a CotsBots base 

platform.  It is small, cheap, self-contained, available off-the-shelf, and easily controlled 

through its differential steering.  However, the Rover is much slower than preferred and 

requires non-rechargeable Lithium batteries to operate.  The Rover has not been 

characterized independently and the following specifications were gathered from the 

Plantraco website [17]. 

Plantraco Desktop Rover Specs Value 
Length 102 mm 
Width 58 mm 
Height 46 mm 
Max Speed 15 cm/s 
Battery Life (2 3V Lithium) 3+ hours 
Cost $54.95 

Table 3.2 Specifications for Plantraco Desktop Rover CotsBot.  Only one Rover 
CotsBot has been built. 
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3.4 Sensing 

Sensing is not included in the base functionality of the CotsBots.  Instead, it is 

intended that sensors be added through the 51-pin expansion connector based on the 

specific application.  The Mica motes were originally designed for sensor networks, and 

therefore a variety of Mica-compatible sensor boards are commercially available from 

Crossbow Technology [13].  In addition, sensor boards have also been designed by other 

research groups to interface with the Mica motes, and the schematics and layout files for 

these boards are generally available online. 

 

Figure 3.10 The Mica Sensorboard.  When fully populated as shown, this board 
senses light, temperature, sound, acceleration and changes in the magnetic field.  It 
also has a 4 kHz buzzer.  Picture courtesy of [13]. 

 

The MTS300 and MTS310 are more commonly known as the Mica Sensorboard 

(Figure 3.10).  Both of these boards were originally designed at UC Berkeley and are 

now commercially available from Crossbow.  The MTS300 includes light and 

temperature sensors, a 4 kHz buzzer, and a microphone.  The MTS310 adds a Honeywell 

HMC1002 2-axis magnetometer and an Analog Devices ADXL202e +/- 2g accelerometer 

to the MTS300’s sensor suite.  This small set of sensors enables a wide variety of 

functionality on the CotsBots.  The accelerometer has been used for collision detection, 
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the magnetometer can be turned into a compass, and crude distance measurements can be 

acquired using the radio and buzzer/microphone pair [14]. 

 

Figure 3.11 Weather and GPS Board from Crossbow.  This board provides sensors 
for general environmental monitoring as well as a GPS sensor for localization.  
Picture courtesy of [13]. 

 

Crossbow also offers the MTS400 and MTS420 sensor boards used for 

environmental monitoring (Figure 3.11).  The MTS400 senses temperature, humidity, 

barometric pressure, ambient light, and acceleration.  A Leadtek GPS module is also 

included on the MTS420.  GPS could provide a convenient and relatively accurate means 

of localization for CotsBots in an outdoor environment where signals are detectable, 

although this has not yet been tested.  Single quantity prices for the commercially 

available Crossbow sensor boards are shown in Table 3.3. 

Crossbow Sensorboard Price 
MTS300 Audio Sensor $120 
MTS310 Mag/Accel Sensor $210 
MTS400 Weather Board $250 
MTS420 GPS Weather Board $375 

Table 3.3 Cost Matrix for Crossbow Sensor Boards.  These are the costs given for 
single quantity and large-quantity discounts should apply. 

 

 In addition to the commercially available sensor boards, other sensor boards have 

been developed for the Mica in research groups around the country.  As part of a project 
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to manage the structural health of the Golden Gate Bridge, an improved acceleration 

sensor board was developed (Figure 3.12) [19].  The GGB Accelerometer board uses the 

ADXL202e for low resolution measurements and the Silicon Designs 1221 accelerometer 

for high resolution measurements.  Although both of these accelerometers only sense on 

two axes, the GGB board orients one of the accelerometers on the third axis to detect 

accelerations in three dimensions.  A board similar to this could prove useful as a simple 

inertial navigation system on the CotsBots. 

 

Figure 3.12 The GGB Accelerometer Board.  This board provides high resolution 
measurements of accelerations in all three axes.  Picture courtesy of [19]. 

 

Ohio State has developed a micro-power impulse radar (MIR) board compatible 

with the Mica family shown in Figure 3.13 [20].  MIR can be used for motion detection 

or estimating the velocity of moving objects.  The Advantaca TWR-ISM-002 MIR 

detector used for the Ohio State board ranges up to 60 feet although this distance can be 

adjusted along with sensitivity.  Adding radar to the CotsBots could allow them to track 

or localize objects within a CotsBots network. 
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Figure 3.13 The Ohio State MIR Board in a Protective Enclosure.  MIR can be used 
to track or localize objects in a robot network.  Picture courtesy of [20]. 

 

An ultrasound transceiver board was built at UC Berkeley for both the Mica and 

Mica2Dot form factors (Figure 3.14).  An Atmel ATmega8L processor is used with a 25 

kHz ultrasonic transceiver to send and detect ultrasonic pulses.  When used in 

conjunction with the radio on the Mica, this board can measure the time-difference-of-

arrival between a radio and ultrasonic chirp and therefore obtain a distance estimate 

between two CotsBots.  Knowing the distances between CotsBots can help localize the 

CotsBots and build maps of an unknown area.  Distances between CotsBots could also be 

used in an algorithm to spread them evenly throughout a building or room. 

 

Figure 3.14 The UC Berkeley Ultrasound Board.  This board uses an ATmega8L 
processor with a 25 kHz ultrasonic transceiver to obtain time-of-flight 
measurements with the radio on the Mica.  Picture courtesy of [21]. 

 

A whisker board designed specifically for robotic uses was developed for an older 

version of the CotsBots (Figure 3.15).  These boards were designed to detect collisions 
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and follow walls – behaviors that could eventually lead to mapping.  Whiskers were at 

first considered to be a simple mechanical alternative to distance detectors like IR or 

sonar.  While this may be the case, this particular whisker board design did not provide 

enough reliability or robustness to be used on the CotsBots for an extended period of 

time.  Whiskers are still a viable sensor for the CotsBots although not in the form shown 

in Figure 3.15.  Whisker sensors that change their resistance when bent provide at least 

one alternative to unreliable guitar strings through a wire loop. 

 

Figure 3.15 A Whisker Board.  This board senses electrical contact between the 
whisker and metal posts to indicate that the whisker has made mechanical contact 
with an obstacle. 

 

All of the sensors shown use the 51-pin expansion connector to connect with the 

Mica mote.  Many of these sensor boards access pins on the Mica’s ATmega128L 

processor directly which leads to questions about compatibility with other sensor boards 

and with the MotorBoard.  The MotorBoard uses only the UART and I2C bus pins from 

the 51-pin connector to communicate with the Mica mote and therefore avoids most 

compatibility issues.  However, when integrating sensors with the CotsBots, it is 

important to understand each sensor’s interaction with the Mica mote to ensure 

compatibility. 
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3.5 Assembly 

Very few modifications are required to connect the robot base to the rest of the 

hardware platform.  Any original electronics on the base platform are removed, and 

motor/servo/solenoid wires are connected to a 0.1” Molex 8-pin connector which plugs 

into the MotorBoard.  The CotsBots project website gives step-by-step assembly 

instructions [11]. 
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Chapter 4  

Software Architecture 

 

In Chapter 2, the design requirements for a multi-robot research platform 

specified that the software should be flexible, open-source, and easy to use with a large 

code base and readily available tool set.  Because the robots need to communicate easily, 

the software should also support networked systems as well as generic robot behaviors.  

Finally, the software environment should be functional despite the limited computation 

resources available on the Mica and MotorBoard.   

For these reasons, the CotsBots use TinyOS, a widely available runtime 

environment originally developed at UC Berkeley for large-scale sensor networks with 

limited hardware resources [9].  TinyOS runs in two locations on the CotsBots: the Mica 

mote and the MotorBoard.  The two boards communicate using a robot messaging 

software layer on top of the UART and I2C buses available through the 51-pin connector. 

4.1 TinyOS and nesC 

TinyOS is an event-driven and component-based operating system.  Its event-

driven nature is intended to help it interact with an uncertain environment – a useful 

feature for mobile robots that interact heavily with their environment.  A disadvantage of 

event-driven systems is their difficulty satisfying real-time requirements, which are often 

required for robot controllers.  The component-based aspect of TinyOS results in 
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applications that are built from reusable software components, which can also be used to 

abstract lower level functionality.  Many pre-written components along with software 

tools are provided online at the TinyOS Sourceforge repository [12].  Components and 

applications are written in nesC, the programming language of TinyOS.  

4.1.1 Events and Tasks 

In an event-driven operating system, software responds to events that are 

propagated from the interrupt level to higher, more abstract system levels.  For example, 

a collision detected by the accelerometer signals a hardware interrupt which further 

signals an obstacleDetect event at the application level.  Events in TinyOS can also 

be used to switch between states in simple finite state machines used to dictate robot 

behavior [4]. 

Events are generated asynchronously which means that an event can be triggered 

at any time, even when the processor is in the middle of a long computation.  This 

demand for concurrency necessitates a deferred computation mechanism called the task, 

which may be pre-empted by events.  Tasks are often used when timing requirements are 

not strict and the computation could take a while to complete.  In the navigation 

application described later, tasks are used to calculate a robot’s trajectory allowing the 

robot to continue to respond to radio and sensor events.   

4.1.2 Real-Time Requirements 

While an event-driven system can react quickly to unexpected events, it often 

does not respond in a timely manner to scheduled tasks.  A control loop should ideally be 
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serviced with some timing guarantees in order to remain stable.  One control loop 

implemented on the CotsBots is a servo-control loop for the Kyosho Mini-Z base 

platform.  This control loop is triggered by a hardware timer interrupt which prompts 

sampling an ADC pin, comparing this result to a reference value, and adjusting the output 

to the servo.  If hardware timer interrupts are missed, the loop could become unstable. 

TinyOS does not provide any hard real-time guarantees that this control loop will 

be serviced on time if a radio message has just arrived.  However, if a programmer uses 

tasks for non-critical computations and keeps close watch on the number of timing 

constraints and interrupts, long delays are preventable.  Another option to enhance real-

time performance is to use a separate processor for more critical timing constraints.  On 

the CotsBots, the servo-control loop discussed above is run on the MotorBoard while 

radio timing is handled on the Mica. 

4.1.3 Components and Interfaces 

TinyOS provides a set of reusable system components which are wired together 

by the application developer.  A sample application called Figure8 is shown in Figure 

4.1.  In this figure, components are depicted as gray-shaded ovals and the lines between 

them are called interfaces.  An interface defines the commands implemented and events 

that may be triggered by a component.  For example, the TimerC component 

implements two interfaces: StdControl and Timer.  The StdControl interface 

defines commands to initialize TimerC.  The Timer interface specifies that TimerC 

will trigger Timer.fired events and implement the Timer.start and 
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Timer.stop commands.  The dotted lines between Figure8C and Figure8M 

signify that interfaces provided by Figure8C are equivalent to those from Figure8M.   

As seen below, there are two types of components – those with a “C” suffix and 

those with an “M” suffix.  The “C” designates a configuration component.  A 

configuration component is also called a hierarchical component because it specifies the 

components used beneath it, and the wires that connect them together.  The “M” 

designates a module.  A module provides the implementation for interfaces provided by 

and used by that component.  

 

Figure 4.1 A Figure8 Application.  Components are depicted as ovals and interfaces 
are the lines connecting the ovals.  (Generated by Graphviz) 

 

In the Figure8 application, Figure8C is the wiring diagram.  It tells the 

application that Figure8M will provide the StdControl and 

Figure8Calibration interfaces.  It also indicates that RobotC will implement the 

Robot interface used by the Figure8M implementation, TimerC will provide the 

Timer and StdControl interfaces, and LedsC will implement the Leds interface.  

The code used in Figure8C is shown below. 
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configuration Figure8C { 
provides interface StdControl; 
provides interface Figure8Calibration; 

} 
implementation { 
   components Figure8M, RobotC, TimerC, LedsC; 
 
   StdControl = Figure8M.StdControl; 
   Figure8Calibration = Figure8M.Figure8Calibration; 
 
   Figure8M.Robot -> RobotC; 
   Figure8M.Timer -> TimerC.Timer[unique("Timer")]; 
   Figure8M.TimerControl -> TimerC; 
 
   Figure8M.Leds -> LedsC; 
} 

 

The Figure8M component provides the top-level implementation of the Figure8 

application.  This application uses events from the Timer interface to schedule turns.  As 

shown in the code segment below, the Timer.fired event increments a tick count and 

posts the moveOnTick task.  This task parses the tick count to determine if the robot 

should turn left, right, straight, etc.  This is only part of the code in Figure8M which 

controls robot behavior.  Other code exists to initialize lower-level components like 

RobotC and TimerC as well as to implement the StdControl and 

Figure8Calibration interfaces. 

event result_t Timer.fired() { 
atomic { 

ticks++; 
} 
post moveOnTick(); 
return SUCCESS; 

} 
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task void moveOnTick() { 
uint8_t t; 

    atomic { 
t = ticks; 

    } 
    if (t == 1) 
     call Robot.setSpeedTurnDirection(Speed, STRAIGHT, FORWARD); 
    else if (t == TurnRight) 
     call Robot.setSpeedTurnDirection(Speed, RIGHT, FORWARD); 
    else if (t == TurnStraight1) 
     call Robot.setSpeedTurnDirection(Speed, STRAIGHT, FORWARD); 
    else if (t == TurnLeft) 
     call Robot.setSpeedTurnDirection(Speed, LEFT, FORWARD); 
    else if (t == TurnStraight2) { 
     call Robot.setSpeedTurnDirection(Speed, STRAIGHT, FORWARD); 
       atomic { 
   ticks = 0; 
       } 
    } 
} 
 

4.1.4 Abstraction 

Hierarchical components allow TinyOS to abstract lower-level functionality.  A 

complete, detailed image of the Figure8 application from Figure 4.1 is shown in Figure 

4.2.  Thankfully, in TinyOS an application writer only needs to wire up the components 

in Figure 4.1 instead of having to worry about components such as UARTMotorPacket 

and ClockC which are abstracted through RobotC and TimerC respectively.  

Hierarchical components not only simplify wiring diagrams, but they also abstract the 

gory details of lower level code through interfaces.  CotsBots application-level software 

described in Chapter 5 is written so that the application developer does not need to 

understand how lower-level components like motor controllers work.  Instead, abstracted 

commands through the Robot interface such as Robot.setSpeed, Robot.setDir, 

and Robot.setTurn are provided to simplify software coding.   
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4.1.5 Open Source 

TinyOS is an open-source software platform which means that many components, 

such as the network stack and lower-level components have already been written by the 

TinyOS community and are available on Sourceforge [12].  CotsBots programmers are 

therefore free to focus on robot related components and wiring these components together 

to create new CotsBots applications.   

4.1.6 nesC 

To program the CotsBots, an application developer should not be required to learn 

a new or complex programming language.  Code for TinyOS components is written in 

nesC, a C-language variant adapted for use in an event-driven and component-based 

environment.  These variations are discussed in greater detail in [22]. 

4.2 Messaging 

TinyOS runs in two separate locations on the CotsBots.  Both the Mica mote and 

MotorBoard have Atmel ATmega processors controlling different aspects of the CotsBots 

behavior.  The Mica mote runs application software while the MotorBoard runs lower 

level drivers to control the base platform hardware.  The code that runs on each of those 

processors will be discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.  This section focuses on how these 

two processors talk to each other. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the MotorBoard can communicate with the Mica using 

either the hardware UART or I2C channels available on the ATmega series of 

microcontrollers.  Ideally, the means of hardware communication should be transparent 
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to the application developer so that they may be changed with no side-effects in the 

application.  In TinyOS, this is done through interfaces, and the most important interfaces 

for MotorBoard communication are MotorSendMsg and MotorReceiveMsg shown 

below. 

interface MotorSendMsg { 
command result_t send(MOTOR_MsgPtr msg); 
event result_t sendDone(MOTOR_MsgPtr msg, result_t success); 

}  

Figure 4.3 MotorSendMsg Interface.  This interface allows an application developer 
to send messages to another processor (on Mica mote or MotorBoard). 

 

interface MotorReceiveMsg { 
event MOTOR_MsgPtr receive(MOTOR_MsgPtr m); 

}  

Figure 4.4 MotorReceiveMsg Interface.  This interface allows an application 
developer to receive messages from another processor (on Mica mote or 
MotorBoard). 

 

As expected, MotorSendMsg provides a command to send a message, but also 

includes an event signaled when that message is done sending.  This is known as split-

phase operation and is another feature of TinyOS used by the scheduler to maximize 

resource usage.  The MotorReceiveMsg interface fires an event when a message has 

been received.  Both of these interfaces use the MOTOR_Msg structure: a four byte packet 

containing a one-byte address, one-byte data type, and two data bytes (Figure 4.5).  The 

address byte allows several MotorBoards to be stacked and addressed separately if 

control of more than two motors, servos, etc. is required.  The data type may range 

anywhere from “accelerometer data” to a “set speed” command.  These pre-defined 

values are enumerated in an included header file.  The number of data bytes included can 
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be modified by changing the MOTORDataLength constant although two bytes have 

been sufficient for all commands and data sent so far. 

typedef struct MOTOR_Msg { 
uint8_t addr; 
uint8_t type; 
uint8_t data[MOTORDataLength]; 

} MOTOR_Msg; 

ADDR TYPE DATA1 DATA2

typedef struct MOTOR_Msg { 
uint8_t addr; 
uint8_t type; 
uint8_t data[MOTORDataLength]; 

} MOTOR_Msg; 

ADDR TYPE DATA1 DATA2ADDR TYPE DATA1 DATA2  

Figure 4.5 The MOTOR_Msg Packet.  This packet is used to send data and 
commands back and forth between the Mica mote and MotorBoard(s). 

 

Once a common interface has been defined, it must be implemented by a 

component.  In this case, two components are implemented: one that uses UART to send 

messages and one that uses the I2C bus (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7).  Because 

UARTMotorPacket and I2CMotorPacket both implement the StdControl, 

MotorSendMsg, and MotorReceiveMsg interfaces, they may easily be substituted 

for one another without changing any higher-level code.  Both of these components send 

messages by sending individual bytes to the UART or I2C and receive messages by 

combining received bytes into packets which are sent to higher level components. 

 

Figure 4.6 The UARTMotorPacket Component.  This component implements the 
StdControl, MotorSendMsg, and MotorReceiveMsg interfaces.  (Generated by 
Graphviz) 
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Figure 4.7 The I2CMotorPacket Component.  This component also implements the 
StdControl, MotorSendMsg, and MotorReceiveMsg interfaces and can be 
substituted for UARTMotorPacket above.  (Generated by Graphviz) 

 

4.3 Mica Software 

The Mica mote runs application level software for the CotsBots, and after initial 

setup will likely be the only board programmed.  Applications should be the true focus of 

a CotsBots programmer since most of the required lower-level components have already 

been written and simply need to be wired up to build an application.  To that end, this 

section focuses on the structure of a CotsBots application and its important interfaces and 

components, while applications already written for the CotsBots are discussed in Chapter 

5. 

4.3.1 A Sample Application: TestMotorBoard 

A very simple Figure8 application was shown previously in Figure 4.1.  Figure8 

drives a CotsBot in a figure-8 pattern completely open-loop based on Timer events and 

does not require any input from sensors or communication between robots.  To gain a 

greater appreciation of the CotsBots’ capabilities, the TestMotorBoard application is 

presented in Figure 4.8.  TestMotorBoard provides basic communication to and from a 

base station to test the MotorBoard and the robot itself.  Functionally, the main 

component TestMotorBoardM receives commands from the radio and either 
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processes them if they are intended for the Mica or forwards them on to the MotorBoard.  

These commands could range from “toggle a Mica LED” to “drive forward at speed 60.”  

TestMotorBoardM also receives data from the MotorBoard and forwards it over the 

radio.  This application was designed primarily for use with the RobotCmdGUI tool 

described later in Chapter 6.  This section discusses the components and interfaces used 

in TestMotorBoard which make it a relatively generic CotsBots application. 

 

Figure 4.8 The TestMotorBoardApplication.  (Generated by Graphviz) 

 

The top level of the application in Figure 4.8 shows that TestMotorBoard uses 

UARTMotorPacket to send and receive messages from the MotorBoard, the LedsC 

component to turn on and off LEDs on the Mica mote, the Figure8C component from 

Figure 4.1, and a GenericComm component.  A close-up view of the full 

TestMotorBoard application in Figure 4.9 shows three important interfaces that have not 

yet been discussed.  The ReceiveMsg interface receives messages over the radio, the 

SendMsg interface sends messages over the radio, and the Robot interface is the top-
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level API to drive the CotsBots (hidden under Figure8C).  These interfaces are 

implemented by the GenericComm and RobotC components shown in dark blue.   

 

Figure 4.9 A Close-up of the TestMotorBoard Application.  The components of 
interest are highlighted in dark blue while the interfaces are shown in bold.  
(Generated by Graphviz) 

 

4.3.2 Interfaces 

The following interfaces describe the top-level API for a networked CotsBots 

application.  Robot provides the interface to drive the CotsBots, SendMsg and 

ReceiveMsg are used for radio communication, and Timer gives an application 

developer access to timing information. 

4.3.2.1 Robot  

The most important interface used while writing a CotsBots application is the 

Robot interface shown in Figure 4.10. 
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interface Robot {
command result_t init();
command result_t setSpeed(uint8_t speed);
command result_t setDir(uint8_t direction);
command result_t setTurn(uint8_t turn);
command result_t setSpeedTurnDirection(uint8_t speed, uint8_t turn, uint8_t dir);

}  
Figure 4.10 The Robot Interface.  This interface provides commands used to control 
a CotsBot. 

 

The Robot interface defines the basic commands required to drive a robot from an 

application.  Robot.init can be used to initialize any lower-level components like 

communication hardware or motors depending on the implementation.  

Robot.setSpeed uses an 8-bit unsigned integer argument to set the speed on a scale 

from 0-255.  A typical, controllable speed on the Kyosho Mini-Z is in the range of 0-100.  

Robot.setDir takes a 1-bit direction argument (FORWARD = 1, REVERSE = 0) and 

Robot.setTurn takes a value from 0-60 for the Kyosho Mini-Z base where 0 is full 

left, 60 is full right and 30 is straight.  The turn argument is an 8-bit number however, 

and a different range may be used for different base platforms.  Because an application 

writer will often wish to invoke all three commands at once, 

Robot.setSpeedTurnDirection(speed,turn,dir) is also provided.  This 

command is preferred over using three separate commands as will be described in 

Robot’s implementation below. 

4.3.2.2 SendMsg and ReceiveMsg 

In addition to moving the CotsBot, a networked CotsBots application must also 

use the radio to send messages between CotsBots.  The radio network stack is one of the 

most useful components provided in the TinyOS release.  The MotorSendMsg and 
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MotorReceiveMsg interfaces discussed above were designed to be analogous to the 

SendMsg and ReceiveMsg interfaces used for radio communication.  The only 

difference between the two pairs of interfaces is the type of message that they use.  

MOTOR_Msgs were used by the Motor interfaces and the radio interfaces use 

TOS_Msgs.  TOS_Msgs employ the Active Message format shown in Figure 4.11 and 

described in [9].  A two byte address, one byte message type, one byte group ID, and one 

byte data length preface a data array for each radio message sent or received.  

ADDR
(2-byte)

TYPE
(1-byte)

GROUP ID
(1-byte)

LENGTH
(1-byte)

DATA
(length-bytes)

CRC
(2-byte)

STRENGTH
(2-byte)

ACK
(1-byte)

ADDR
(2-byte)

TYPE
(1-byte)

GROUP ID
(1-byte)

LENGTH
(1-byte)

DATA
(length-bytes)

CRC
(2-byte)

STRENGTH
(2-byte)

ACK
(1-byte)  

Figure 4.11 The TOS_Msg Packet.  This packet is used for sending data over the 
radio. 

 

4.3.2.3 Timer 

Understanding time is an extremely useful feature for the CotsBots, especially 

during open-loop actions.  In the Figure8 application, Timer events are used to turn the 

CotsBot at specific times to complete a figure-8.  The Timer interface includes 

commands to start and stop separate timers as well as an event to indicate that a timer has 

completed.  Timer.start(mode,interval) can be used to start a timer in either 

“one-shot” or “repeat” modes with a given interval in milliseconds.  In one-shot mode, 

the timer runs for the given duration, triggers the Timer.fired event, and stops.  

Repeat mode will trigger the Timer.fired event with the given time period until the 

timer is stopped explicitly with Timer.stop.  An interesting feature of the Timer 

interface is that it is parameterized, meaning that up to 256 independent timers can be 

used simultaneously. 
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4.3.3 Components 

These interfaces must be implemented by components on the Mica.  The most 

important components for CotsBots applications on the Mica are RobotC for the Robot 

interface, GenericComm which implements SendMsg and ReceiveMsg, and 

TimerC to implement Timer. 

4.3.3.1 RobotC 

The RobotC component implements the Robot interface on the Mica.  RobotC 

is a hierarchical component because it hides the use of UARTMotorPacket as shown in 

Figure 4.12.  As previously discussed in Section 4.2, the I2CMotorPacket component 

could also be substituted here.  RobotC implements Robot by sending messages over 

the preferred data bus.  If the Robot.setSpeed(70) command is called from a 

higher level in the application, RobotC will use MotorSendMsg.send to send a 

message with the SET_SPEED data type and a data value of 70.  It is then the 

MotorBoard’s job to interpret this command appropriately.  The code below describes 

only the Robot.setSpeed command, but the other Robot commands are 

implemented similarly. 

command result_t Robot.setSpeed(uint8_t speed) { 
bufferPtr[currentBuffer]->addr = 0; 
bufferPtr[currentBuffer]->type = SET_SPEED; 
bufferPtr[currentBuffer]->data[0] = speed; 
SendMsg(); 
return SUCCESS; 

} 
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void SendMsg() { 
if (!sendPending) { 

if (call Send.send(bufferPtr[currentBuffer])) { 
currentBuffer ^= 0x01; 
sendPending = TRUE; 

} 
} else { 

sendCurrentBuffer = TRUE; 
} 

} 
 

 

Figure 4.12 The RobotC Component.  This component implements the Robot 
interface by sending messages to the MotorBoard.  (Generated by Graphviz) 

 

While abstraction provides the ability to easily switch between using the UART 

or I2C in RobotC above, it also presents a hidden danger to the application programmer.  

In the case of RobotC, messages are sent over the UART each time a Robot command 

is called.  Sending messages over the UART (or I2C) takes time which is hidden from the 

application developer.  For example, if the application programmer calls the separate 

commands Robot.setSpeed(70), Robot.setTurn(30),  and 

Robot.setDir(FORWARD) in order, all of the commands may not be sent because 

the UART buffer is busy sending a previous command.  RobotC uses a queue for these 

messages and will return FAIL if a message can not be sent.  Careful design of lower 

level components to return some indication of failure should prevent missed messages, 

and in this case the Robot.setSpeedTurnDir(70,30,FORWARD) command is 

also provided to help prevent lost packets between the Mica and MotorBoard. 
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4.3.3.2 GenericComm 

While the SendMsg and ReceiveMsg interfaces are implemented by several 

different components in the TinyOS release, the most important to the casual programmer 

is GenericComm.  As the name implies, GenericComm is a generic communications 

component that sends data over the radio or the serial interface of the Mica mote 

depending on addressing.  This component should be used in any CotsBots application 

where data or commands need to be sent over the radio. 

4.3.3.3 TimerC 

TimerC is also a component in the standard TinyOS release and should be used 

when some sense of time is required in a CotsBots application. 

4.3.4 Summary 

These components and interfaces make up the pieces with which the applications 

and robot behaviors in Chapter 5 will be built.  There are only two components absolutely 

required by such an application: RobotC to move the robot and GenericComm to 

communicate.  An application developer does not need to know how the I2C bus works 

or how bits are retrieved over the radio.  Abstraction through interfaces and hierarchical 

components allows an application programmer to program at a functional level without 

worrying about the implementation.  Functional programming also means that different 

implementations may be substituted: different communication mechanisms, different 

base platforms, and even different sensors.  The CotsBots Mica software simplifies 

software design for networked, multi-robot systems. 
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4.4 MotorBoard Software 

While the Mica mote runs top-level application software, the MotorBoard uses its 

own processor to run the lower-level software required to control the motors, servos, etc. 

on the CotsBots base platform.  In general, the MotorBoard is only programmed once 

after a base platform has been chosen since these drivers will not need to be changed for 

each application.  However, the MotorBoard software provides flexibility in 

implementations.  While some application developers might be happy to never touch the 

software used to drive the motors, others might want to tweak the implementation of a 

control loop or drive the motors differently.  The CotsBots software caters to both breeds 

of programmer. 

4.4.1 MotorBoardTop 

MotorBoardTop is the only application designed to run on the MotorBoard.  In its 

current configuration shown below in Figure 4.13, MotorBoardTop uses 

UARTMotorPacket to communicate with the Mica, MotorTestC to test the motors, 

LedsC to toggle the LED on the MotorBoard, HPLMotor1 and HPLMotor2 to drive 

the H-Bridge circuits, MZServo to control the Kyosho Mini-Z servo, HPLAccelC to 

collect data from the MotorBoard accelerometer circuit, and MiniZ to drive a Kyosho 

Mini-Z base platform.  Only the UARTMotorPacket and MiniZ components are 

absolutely necessary to drive a Mini-Z CotsBot, but the other components are included 

for testing purposes. 
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Figure 4.13 MotorBoardTop Application.  This application runs on the MotorBoard 
and provides control of the Base platform (Mini-Z in this case) as well as testing 
capabilities for the motors, servos, LEDs, etc.  (Generated by Graphviz) 

 

Functionally, MotorBoardTop is just a giant MOTOR_Msg parser as seen in the 

code below.  Messages received from the Mica mote are fired up to MotorBoardTopM 

through the MotorReceiveMsg interface, and MotorBoardTopM parses the 

messages based on message type.  For example, a message is sent from the Mica with a 

SET_SPEED data type and a data value of 50.  MotorBoardTopM recognizes this 

message as a SET_SPEED message and calls the Robot.setSpeed(50) command.  

The more important and interesting interfaces and components used in MotorBoardTop 

are discussed below. 
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task void evalCommand() { 
bool toSend = FALSE; 

 
switch(bufferPtr->type) { 

    case MOTOR_TEST_START: 
     call MotorTest.start(); 

break; 
    case MOTOR_TEST_STOP: 
     call MotorTest.stop(); 
       break; 
    case LED_ON: 
     call Leds.redOn(); 
       break; 
    case LED_OFF: 

call Leds.redOff(); 
break; 

    case LED_TOGGLE: 
     call Leds.redToggle(); 
       break; 
    case SET_SPEED: 

call Robot.setSpeed(bufferPtr->data[0]); 
       break; 
    case SET_DIRECTION: 
     call Robot.setDir(bufferPtr->data[0]); 
       break; 
    case SET_TURN: 
     call Robot.setTurn(bufferPtr->data[0]); 
       break; 
    case SET_KP: 
     call ServoCalibration.setKp(bufferPtr->data[0]); 
       break; 
    case SET_KI: 
     call ServoCalibration.setKi(bufferPtr->data[0]); 
       break; 
    case SET_STRAIGHT: 
     call ServoCalibration.setStraight(bufferPtr->data[0]); 
       break; 
    case GET_KP: 
     toSend = TRUE; 
       dataBufferPtr->type = GET_KP; 
       dataBufferPtr->data[0] = call ServoCalibration.getKp(); 
       break; 
    case GET_KI: 
     toSend = TRUE; 
       dataBufferPtr->type = GET_KI; 
       dataBufferPtr->data[0] = call ServoCalibration.getKi(); 
       break; 
    case GET_STRAIGHT: 
     toSend = TRUE; 
       dataBufferPtr->type = GET_STRAIGHT; 
       dataBufferPtr->data[0] = call ServoCalibration.getStraight(); 
       break; 
    case SET_SPEEDTURNDIR: 
     if (bufferPtr->data[1] & 0x80) 

call Robot.setSpeedTurnDirection(bufferPtr->data[0], 0x7f & bufferPtr-
>data[1], FORWARD); 

       else 
call Robot.setSpeedTurnDirection(bufferPtr->data[0], 0x7f & bufferPtr-

>data[1], REVERSE); 
       break; 
    case GET_SERVODATA: 
     call ServoCalibration.setDebug(1); 
       break; 
    case STOP_SERVODATA: 
     call ServoCalibration.setDebug(0); 
       break; 

case START_ACCEL: 
     call MotorAccel.startSensing(); 
       break; 
    case STOP_ACCEL: 
     call MotorAccel.stopSensing(); 
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       break; 
    } 
 
    if (toSend) { 
     dataBufferPtr->addr = 0; 
       if (!sendPending) { 

call Send.send(dataBufferPtr); 
         sendPending = TRUE; 
       } 
    } 
 
    receivePending = FALSE; 
} 
 

4.4.2 Interfaces 

As on the Mica, interfaces are used on the MotorBoard to abstract functionality.  

Once again, Robot provides the interface to drive the CotsBots.  HPLMotor and 

Servo are new interfaces used to directly control CotsBots hardware. 

4.4.2.1 Robot 

The Robot interface used on the Mica to write CotsBots applications is also used 

on the MotorBoard.  While this may at first seem strange, it makes sense because the 

application programmer should be thinking of calls to the Robot interface commands 

(Figure 4.10) as directly controlling the robot hardware.  The Robot interface is 

implemented quite differently on the MotorBoard though as will be seen below. 

4.4.2.2 HPLMotor 

The HPLMotor interface provides commands to control the speed and direction 

of a DC motor, as well as initialize and retrieve the current speed and direction settings of 

that motor.  Much like the Robot interface above, HPLMotor.setSpeed uses an 8-

bit unsigned integer argument to set the motor speed.  HPLMotor.setDir takes a 1-bit 
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direction argument (FORWARD = 1, REVERSE = 0).  These commands are listed in 

Figure 4.14. 

interface HPLMotor { 
command result_t init(); 
command result_t setSpeed(uint8_t speed); 
command result_t setDir(uint8_t direction); 
command uint8_t getSpeed(); 
command uint8_t getDir(); 

}  

Figure 4.14 HPLMotor Interface.  This interface provides direct control of a motor 
including the speed and direction of that motor. 

 

4.4.2.3 Servo  

The Servo interface supplies commands to control a servo, a motor whose shaft 

position is controllable (Figure 4.15). Various types of servos exist from a completely 

self-contained hobby servo to a motor with a potentiometer on the shaft, as is the case on 

the Kyosho Mini-Z.  Servo is a generic interface which could be used for any servo 

type, thereby abstracting the implementation details.  Servo.setTurn uses an 8-bit 

argument to set the servo angle.  A Servo.init command is defined as well as a 

Servo.debug event.  Servo.debug can be used to send data from the servo 

implementation up the application stack for debugging purposes. In the MZServo 

implementation described later, Servo.debug is used to send control data back to the 

Mica and over the radio to a base station where it can be analyzed to help calibrate the 

servo. 
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interface Servo { 
command result_t init(); 
command result_t setTurn(uint8_t turn); 
event result_t debug(uint16_t data); 

}  

Figure 4.15 The Servo Interface.  This interface provides commands to control 
various servo types. 

 

4.4.3 Components 

The above interfaces are implemented by MotorBoard TinyOS components.  The 

Robot interface is implemented by a component specific to the base hardware platform, 

HPLMotor is implemented by the HPLMotor1/2 components and Servo is currently 

implemented by MZServo. 

4.4.3.1 MiniZ and Rover 

The RobotC component used to implement the Robot interface on the Mica 

sends messages to the MotorBoard.  On the MotorBoard, the Robot interface is 

implemented by a component specifically written to control a particular base platform.  

Two of these components are currently available for the CotsBots: MiniZ and Rover. 

 

Figure 4.16 The MiniZ Component.  This component uses HPLMotor1 and 
MZServo to control a Kyosho Mini-Z base platform.  (Generated by Graphviz) 

 

The Kyosho Mini-Z RC car has one motor to control the speed and the direction 

of the car and a servo to control the front wheel angle.  To match the given hardware, 
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MiniZ (Figure 4.16) is a hierarchical component that uses HPLMotor1 to control the 

rear motor and MZServo to control the front servo.  Robot.setSpeed and 

Robot.setDir are implemented by calling HPLMotor.setSpeed and 

HPLMotor.setDir whose implementation is discussed in greater detail below.  

Robot.setTurn is implemented using Servo.setTurn. 

 

Figure 4.17 The Rover Component.  This component uses HPLMotor1 and 
HPLMotor2 to control the Plantraco Desktop Rover base platform.  (Generated by 
Graphviz) 

 

As discussed above in Chapter 3, CotsBots software should make it easy to 

substitute base platforms for maximum flexibility.  The Robot interface abstracts the 

functionality provided by MiniZ, allowing another component implementing the same 

interface to be substituted. The other base platform discussed previously is the Plantraco 

Desktop Rover which has two motors controlling two treads set up for differential drive.  

Rover uses HPLMotor1.setSpeed (HPLMotor1.setDir) and 

HPLMotor2.setSpeed (HPLMotor2.setDir) to set the speed and direction of the 

CotsBot.  Robot.setTurn is implemented by providing a difference between the 

speeds on HPLMotor1 and HPLMotor2 to change the angular velocity.  Even though 

the Plantraco Desktop Rover requires a completely different implementation than the 

Kyosho Mini-Z, only one line of code is needed to change the MotorBoardTop 

application to use the rover instead. 
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4.4.3.2 HPLMotor1 and HPLMotor2 

The HPLMotor1 and HPLMotor2 components directly control the H-Bridge 

circuits discussed in Chapter 3.  The ATmega8L has two hardware timers that provide 

pulse width modulation (PWM) outputs which may be used to control the speed of a 

motor.  PWM modulates the duty cycle of a square wave which is averaged out by the 

motor’s inductance.  On the ATmega8L, the square wave frequency sent to the motor in 

HPLMotor1 and HPLMotor2 is approximately 500 Hz. 

4.4.3.3 MZServo 

MZServo is a component used specifically for the Kyosho Mini-Z, which turns 

its front wheels using a servo made from a small motor with a potentiometer on the shaft.  

The potentiometer leads are provided to the MotorBoard as inputs and the motor leads are 

MotorBoard outputs, so positioning the servo requires a control loop in software.  

MZServo implements the Servo interface by putting this control loop in its 

implementation of Servo.setTurn. 

 

Figure 4.18 MZServo Component.  This component controls the servo used to turn 
the Kyosho Mini-Z.  (Generated by Graphviz) 
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The servo control loop is implemented by a proportional-integral (PI) controller 

which runs at approximately 250 Hz.  This control loop modulates the PWM signal to the 

servo motor by using the error between the desired turning angle and the current turning 

angle measured using the ADC on the ATmega8L.  A proportional constant Kp weights 

the error relative to motor speed.  A circular buffer keeps track of previous errors which 

are summed to obtain a total error which is weighted by an integral constant Ki.  These 

two values are then summed to calculate the speed and direction which are applied to the 

servo motor. 

TotalErrorKErrorKMotorSpeed ip ** +=  

While PI control loops are conceptually simple, in practice they are often difficult 

to implement because the Kp and Ki constants must be calibrated.  The 

ServoCalibration interface provides commands with which to change these 

constants and store them permanently in the ATmega8L’s EEPROM.  The calibration 

procedure for the Mini-Z servo is described later in Chapter 6. 

4.4.4 Summary 

The details of designing the Kyosho Mini-Z servo controller are not interesting to 

all CotsBots programmers and for that reason, these details are generally hidden from the 

application developer.  For some applications however, this servo controller might not be 

good enough.  These application developers require the flexibility to easily change lower-

level code and write a new controller.  The modularity and abstraction provided by 

TinyOS allows the CotsBots software to be functional and flexible at the same time. 
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Chapter 5  

Applications 

 

One of the primary goals of the CotsBots software architecture is to keep 

applications for multi-robot systems as simple as possible.  In Chapter 4, component 

abstraction and software reuse are described as key ingredients in this simplified 

application architecture.  This chapter presents three different types of CotsBots 

applications: single robot, single robot plus sensor network, and multi-robot.  Examples 

of all three applications are shown below. 

5.1 Single Robot Applications 

Single robot applications are primarily used to test functionality on the CotsBots.  

The Figure8 example shown earlier in Chapter 4 is used to test basic mobility on the 

CotsBots.  TestNavigation works with the RobotCmdGUI in Chapter 6 to test the 

Navigation component.  Many other single robot applications have been written for 

the CotsBots to exhibit certain Braitenberg-like behaviors including light following and 

wall following [23]. 

5.1.1 Obstacle 

Obstacle is another single robot application developed for the CotsBots to test the 

feasibility of using the ADXL202e accelerometer for collision detection (Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1 The Obstacle Application.  This application runs the robot forward until 
a collision is detected in which case it backs up and turns in a different direction. 
(Generated by Graphviz) 

 

As shown above, Obstacle uses the ObstacleAvoidanceM, TimerC, RobotC, and 

ObstacleC (shown in Figure 5.2) components.   The Obstacle interface 

implemented by ObstacleC is used to calibrate the accelerometers as well as fire 

events when a sharp deceleration has been detected.   

 

Figure 5.2 The ObstacleC Component.  This component interprets data from the 
ADXL202e to look for collisions. (Generated by Graphviz) 

 

The ObstacleM component implementing Obstacle calibrates and samples 

the accelerometer output at a given interval with TimerC.  The sampled data is filtered 

and if an above-threshold spike is detected, an Obstacle.obstacleDetected 
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event is fired.  The following task is repeated for data from both accelerometer axes 

although only the Y-axis is shown. 

task void handleYData() { 
uint8_t i; 
uint16_t accelSum = 0; 
uint16_t accelAverage; 
uint8_t s; 
uint8_t y; 

 
atomic { 

s = state; 
y = calibrateYValue - thresholdY; 
accelYReading[accelYNumber++] = yData; 
accelYNumber &= 0x07; 
for(i=0; i < 8; i++) 

accelSum += accelYReading[i]; 
} 
accelAverage = accelSum >> 3; 

 
dbg(DBG_USR1, "data_event\n"); 

 
if (s == CALIBRATING) { 

atomic { 
   calibrateCount++; 
   if (calibrateCount >= CALIBRATE_SIZE) { 
      calibrateYValue = accelAverage; 
   } 

} 
} else if (accelAverage < y) { 

if (s == SAMPLING) { 
   signal Obstacle.obstacleDetected(accelAverage,1); 
       } 

} 
 

call AccelX.getData(); 
} 

   

The application implemented in ObstacleAvoidanceM reacts to 

Obstacle.obstacleDetected events by reversing and turning the robot to back 

away from the obstacle.  After a suitable period counted using TimerC, the robot returns 

to a straight path until it hits the next obstacle.   

event result_t Obstacle.obstacleDetected(uint16_t data, uint8_t direction) { 
call Robot.setSpeedTurnDirection(SPEED_REV,RIGHT,REVERSE); 
call Leds.redOn(); 
call ReverseTimer.start(TIMER_ONE_SHOT, TURN_TIME); 
return SUCCESS; 

} 
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event result_t ReverseTimer.fired() { 
call Leds.redOff(); 
call Robot.setSpeedTurnDirection(SPEED_FORWARD,STRAIGHT,FORWARD); 
return SUCCESS; 

} 
 

Most robots today use sonar or infrared sensors to determine if the robot is near 

an obstacle.  One of the reasons for avoiding these sensors on the CotsBots is to reduce 

the amount of work involved in building a CotsBot.  Sonar sensors and infrared detectors 

often need to be placed in specific locations around the robot to provide appropriate 

coverage.  In contrast, the ADXL202e is just another chip that can be placed on the 

MotorBoard or other sensor boards.  The only requirement is that the boards be affixed 

firmly to the CotsBot.  

Several tests were run on the CotsBots using Obstacle.  In a typical 30 minute 

experiment, the CotsBot averaged a speed of 60 cm/s and needed to be picked up and 

reset approximately 8 times in an office hallway environment.  When the CotsBot needed 

to be rescued, it was usually due to a shallow approach into a wall (where deceleration 

would be minimal) or getting stuck underneath a door.  However, the thresholds and low-

pass filter used in Obstacle to determine when an object has been hit may be tweaked to 

provide a better indication of when a collision occurs.  Higher speeds also provide greater 

decelerations when the robot collides with an obstacle.  In addition, if an odometer sensor 

is present on the CotsBot, it may be used to determine that the current velocity is zero 

despite a speed setting greater than zero.  In this case, the CotsBot should be able to 

rescue itself. 
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5.2 Single Robot + Sensor Network 

One of the advantages of using the Mica mote as a computation and 

communication component on the CotsBots is that the CotsBots can easily be integrated 

into a sensor network using the Mica motes.  Instead of adding multiple sensors to the 

CotsBots, the sensing capability may instead be ported to a surrounding sensor network.  

This is one of the ideas behind the Pursuit-Evasion game mentioned in [10].  The sensor 

network can be used to determine the location of the CotsBots or the location of an object 

the CotsBots are searching for.   

5.2.1 LightNavigation 

A sensor network provides several advantages over a single robot with many 

sensors.  Most importantly, the world view of the robot can be spatially distributed.  If 

looking for a light somewhere in a dark room, the robot would need to wander around 

until the light was in range of one of its sensors.  A sensor network distributed throughout 

the room would be able to locate the light source immediately and direct the robot to that 

location (Figure 5.3). 

 

Figure 5.3 Sensor Network Concept.  By adding a sensor network with a robot, the 
world view becomes spatially distributed. 
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The LightNavigation application is composed of two separate applications: the 

SensorNavigation application that runs on the Mica sensor nodes and the 

RobotNavigation application that runs on the CotsBot (Figure 5.4).  SensorNavigation 

accesses the Photo component at regular time intervals to check if above-ambient light 

is detected.  If so, a message is sent over GenericComm to the CotsBot. 

if ((lightAverage > threshold) && (state == NORMAL)) { 
call Leds.greenOn(); 
if (!sendPending) { 

     if (call Send.send(TOS_BCAST_ADDR, sizeof(struct LightNavigationMsg), msgPtr)) { 
         sendPending = TRUE; 
     call Leds.yellowToggle(); 
        } 

} 
    state = SENDING; 
} else { 

call Leds.greenOff(); 
state = NORMAL; 

} 
 

When the CotsBot receives a message that light has been detected, it uses the 

address of the sensor mote sending the information to navigate to that location. 

event TOS_MsgPtr Receive.receive(TOS_MsgPtr msg) { 
LightNavigationMsg *message = (LightNavigationMsg *)msg->data; 

 
    x2 = (message->ID/10) % 10; 
    y2 = message->ID % 10; 
    x2 = x2*SCALING_FACTOR; 
    y2 = y2*SCALING_FACTOR; 
 
    if (driving == FALSE)  
     post Navigate(); 
    return msg;     
} 
 
task void Navigate() { 
 driving = TRUE; 
    theta = call Navigation.navigate(x1,y1,theta,x2,y2); 
    x1 = x2; 
    y1 = y2; 
    driving = FALSE; 
} 
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Figure 5.4 SensorNavigation (left) and RobotNavigation (right).  These two 
applications are used together for LightNavigation. (Generated by Graphviz) 

 

SensorNavigation was tested by placing four Mica motes in a grid pattern 90 cm 

apart (Figure 5.5).  The CotsBot was originally placed at the center of the four motes and 

a light is shown on one of the sensors.  The robot then navigates towards that sensor node 

whose position is communicated in its radio message.  It is important to note that 

although the starting position of the CotsBot is known and the positions of the sensors are 

known, the CotsBot can not keep track its position through sensors.  Once the robot 

moves, it has a general idea of where it moved to based on the inputs applied to the 

motors and servo.  However, there is no information to tell the robot that it is located in 

the position it has calculated.  LightNavigation is completely open-loop.   
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Figure 5.5 The LightNavigation Setup.  The sensor nodes are located 90 cm apart 
and the robot is originally placed in the center. 

 

If sensors were available to close the loop however, a new Navigation 

component could be substituted to avoid these inaccuracies.  The current Navigation 

component assumes a given speed and times the turns using the TimerC component.  If 

the speed is not correct, which is likely given changing battery levels, the Navigation 

component will not navigate the robot to its proper destination.  Despite its open-loop 

nature, LightNavigation can still usually maintain 10 cm accuracy after two moves. 

5.3 Multi-Robot Applications 

The CotsBots were built primarily for multi-robot applications, specifically to 

map and explore an unknown space.  There are a plethora of multi-robot applications that 

have been proposed, but very few have been implemented on real hardware.  Sibley 

proposes using the Robomotes to fill in areas of a sensor network that are not well 

populated [3].  The CotsBots may also be used to mobilize and distribute a sensor 

network throughout a building as described in [24].  While the CotsBots are not yet 

equipped with the sensing capabilities to make these particular applications possible, 
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there are still a number of multi-robot applications that make use of sensors already 

available.   

5.3.1 BeepDiffusion  

One way for multiple robots to explore an area collaboratively is for the robots to 

diffuse throughout that area.  Several diffusion algorithms have been presented in the 

literature, but most require more complex sensors such as laser range finders or sonar 

[25].  BeepDiffusion is a non-optimal robot diffusion algorithm that demonstrates what 

can be accomplished using the base functionality of the CotsBots with simple, 

commercially available sensors.  No localization or distance measurements are required.   

In the BeepDiffusion algorithm, the robots move outward, bouncing off walls 

until they are out of range of the other robots’ beeping.  The robots first enter a discovery 

phase to determine how many other robots there are, after which the SlotManager 

component assigns each robot a time slot in which it will beep.  Each robot then beeps in 

turn.  Any robots that can hear the beep move forward and bounce off any obstacles they 

encounter much like a gas diffusing throughout a closed container.  The algorithm 

finishes when the robots can no longer hear each other.  Adjusting the microphone gain 

controls the final distance between the robots.  The same software is used on each robot 

and there is no centralized controller involved.  This algorithm is depicted graphically in 

Figure 5.6 and important functionality from BeepDiffusionM is given below. 
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event result_t SlotRing.startSlotPeriod(uint8_t slotPosition) { 
// could be in idle, driving, or obstacle states 

    mySlot = slotPosition; 
    if ((state == DRIVING) || (state == OBSTACLE)) stopDriving(); 
    if (state == IDLE) { 
     call AcousticBeacon.send(NUM_BEEPS, BEEP_TIMING); 
       state = BEEPING; 
    } 
    return call Leds.greenOn(); 
} 
 
event TOS_MsgPtr BeepMsg.receive(TOS_MsgPtr m) { 

if ((state == DRIVING) || (state == OBSTACLE)) stopDriving(); 
    if (state != IDLE) return m; 
    state = LISTENING; 
    call AcousticSampling.startSampling(SAMPLE_TIME); 
    return m; 
} 
 
event result_t AcousticSampling.doneSampling(bool heardBeep) { 
    state = IDLE; 
    if (heardBeep) 
     startDriving(); 
    return SUCCESS; 
} 
 
void stopDriving() { 

state = IDLE; 
call ObstacleControl.stop(); 
call Robot.setSpeedTurnDirection(OFF, STRAIGHT, FORWARD); 
call Leds.redOff(); 
call Leds.yellowOff(); 

} 
 
void startDriving() { 

state = DRIVING; 
call ObstacleControl.start(); 
call Leds.redOn(); 
call Robot.setSpeedTurnDirection(SPEED, STRAIGHT, FORWARD); 

} 
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Figure 5.6 A Robot Diffusion Algorithm.  This algorithm uses only the base 
functionality of the CotsBots along with simple, commercially available sensors. 
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Most of the components required for this relatively complex algorithm, including 

radio communication, timers, microphone, buzzer, obstacle avoidance, and driving the 

robot are already available in the TinyOS Sourceforge repository [12].  Some more 

specialized components like AcousticBeaconC and ToneSamplingC were added 

to provide a simpler interface to the buzzer and tone-detection hardware.  Once these 

components are written however, the application writer need only plug them together to 

create the application (Figure 5.7).   

 

Figure 5.7 The BeepDiffusion Application. (Generated by Graphviz) 

 

BeepDiffusion was implemented on five robots placed in a 10 ft x 10 ft area.  All 

of the robots were initially placed in the center of this area with random orientations.  

Before and after pictures are shown in Figure 5.8 below. 
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Figure 5.8 BeepDiffusion in Action.  The robots begin in the configuration at left 
and after several minutes end up like the robots on the right. 

 

Several problems were encountered in the implementation of the BeepDiffusion 

algorithm, primarily centering on the crude acoustic sensors being used.  The Mica 

Sensorboard available from Crossbow Technology has a 4 kHz buzzer, microphone, and 

tone detector as part of its sensor suite.  However, the buzzers tend to drift around the 4 

kHz frequency making it difficult for the tone detector to interpret a beep.  In the case of 

the demonstration shown above, some robots could not hear others very well while some 

robots could hear other robots extremely well.  This lack of consistency led to a rather 

spotty implementation. 
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Chapter 6  

Software Tools 

 

The CotsBots software should also provide tools to design, simulate, and test 

CotsBots applications.  The toolset provided by the TinyOS community is yet another 

reason why TinyOS is the software environment of choice for the CotsBots.  The TinyOS 

group has designed several integrated simulation tools, as well as more general Java and 

Matlab interfaces to interact with the CotsBots and Mica motes.  While these tools help 

simulate and test multi-robot applications, attention has also been directed towards 

languages such as Esterel for use as a higher-level design and verification tool for 

distributed robot systems.  

6.1 Simulation 

Unfortunately, a complete simulation tool for the CotsBots is not available for the 

current version of TinyOS.  However, many tools already exist which may be easily 

adapted for CotsBots simulation as part of a small project.  TinyOS provides a set of 

simulation tools for testing wireless sensor network applications.  In addition, the 

Player/Stage robotics simulator from USC has become very well known and used in the 

multi-robot community [26]. 
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6.1.1 TOSSIM, TinyViz, and Tython 

TOSSIM, TinyViz, and Tython are related simulation tools provided as part of the 

TinyOS release to simulate large-scale sensor networks.  TOSSIM is a discrete event 

simulator designed for scalability, completeness, and fidelity [27].  Completeness implies 

that as many system interactions as possible are covered by the simulator while fidelity 

indicates that TOSSIM should be able to capture even the most minute timing 

interactions in the network stack.  TOSSIM uses the same high-level code that runs on 

the Mica simplifying the switch from simulation to reality. 

TinyViz is a visualization and interaction tool for TOSSIM (Figure 6.1).  A user 

can use TinyViz to drag motes around from within TinyViz and display the resulting 

radio connectivity information.  TinyViz is extensible through plug-in components.  To 

simulate the CotsBots for example, a plug-in could be used to interpret messages from 

the Robot interface in such a way to move the motes around according to a specific robot 

model.  TinyViz has already been very helpful in testing non-mobility related aspects of 

CotsBots programs. 

Tython is the most recent addition to the TinyOS simulation suite and 

complements TinyViz by adding a scripting interface to TOSSIM.  Tython could provide 

the same functionality as the Java plug-in described above, but with a much simpler 

interface.  The scripting language could be used to add mobility as well as obstacles and 

walls to TinyViz. 
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Figure 6.1 A TinyViz Screenshot.  TinyViz is the graphical interface to TOSSIM, a 
sensor network simulator for TinyOS.  Picture courtesy of [28]. 

 

6.1.2 Player/Stage 

Player/Stage is a multi-robot simulation environment designed at USC [26].  

Player provides a network interface to a variety of robot hardware (including sensors) and 

runs on a real robot.  Stage simulates these robots moving in a two-dimensional 

environment (Figure 6.2).  All sensor and actuator models are available to Stage over 

Player interfaces so simulations can easily be ported to actual hardware after being run in 

Stage.  In addition, it is possible to simulate a population of robots consisting of both real 

and virtual robots.  Player/Stage is available free of charge through SourceForge [29]. 
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Figure 6.2 A Screenshot from Stage.  Stage is a 2-D robot simulator built to 
interface with a wide variety of robot types through Player.  Picture courtesy of [29]. 

 

Currently, software is not available to interface the CotsBots with Player/Stage 

although it could provide an excellent simulation tool.  Player/Stage has already been 

applied to robotic sensor networks using the Robomotes and it is not a stretch to adapt 

this to the CotsBots.  It might even be possible to provide a Player interface to the 

CotsBots through a TinyOS base station. 

6.1.3 Summary 

While no comprehensive simulator is currently available for the CotsBots, 

TinyViz has been used to simulate CotsBots software.  However, this simulation has only 

been used to follow general program flow and not to simulate general robot behaviors 

and interaction with the environment.  Adding the capability to simulate robot behavior in 

a defined environment in the future through either Tython or Player/Stage will prove 

extremely helpful in developing CotsBots applications. 
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6.2 Command and Control 

TinyOS also provides Java and Matlab interfaces that can be used to control and 

test the CotsBots.  Testing tools should provide a way to control the CotsBots remotely as 

well as gather data when needed.  Both RobotCmdGUI and Matlab have been used for 

these tasks. 

6.2.1 RobotCmdGUI 

The RobotCmdGUI is used to control and test the CotsBots from a PC (Figure 

6.3).  The five different panels in RobotCmdGUI are used for general testing, car control, 

servo calibration, calibrating a figure-8 and navigation.  All of the features except 

Navigation work by using the GUI with the TestMotorBoard application.  To send 

messages between the CotsBots and a PC, an extra Mica programmed with the TinyOS 

application TOSBase is used to forward packets from the radio to the serial port and vice 

versa. 

 

Figure 6.3 The RobotCmdGUI "Other" Tab.  RobotCmdGUI provides several 
features that are useful when testing the MotorBoard including a MotorTest and 
LED toggle. 
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The easiest way to test that the MotorBoard and Mica mote have been 

programmed correctly is to toggle the LEDs on both boards.  The “Other” tab in 

RobotCmdGUI also allows a user to test the motors connected to the MotorBoard.  The 

“Motor Test” buttons correspond to the MotorTestC component in MotorBoardTop 

(Figure 4.13) which switches between different speeds and directions on the motors. 

 

Figure 6.4 The RobotCmdGUI "Car Control" Tab.  RobotCmdGUI also provides a 
way to control a single CotsBot (speed, turn, direction). 

 

The “Car Control” tab provides remote control of a CotsBots Mini-Z vehicle 

(Figure 6.4).  Speed settings, turn angle, and direction control are all provided.  Some 

work has also been done to integrate joystick control of a CotsBot in Matlab, but this has 

not yet been ported to Java [30].   
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Figure 6.5 The RobotCmdGUI "Servo Calibration" Tab.  RobotCmdGUI is useful 
while calibrating the Kp and Ki values for the servo control loop on the Kyosho 
Mini-Z. 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the PI control loop used to control a Kyosho Mini-Z 

servo must be calibrated.  RobotCmdGUI provides a “Servo Calibration” tab that makes 

this process relatively simple (Figure 6.5).  The Kp and Ki constants are set using their 

respective buttons and the new configuration can be tested with the Turn slider.  In 

addition to changing Kp and Ki, the straight value must also be calibrated the same way a 

trim value is set on a RC car.  “Servo Calibration” also provides a means to reset the 

straight value for a CotsBot and test it by running the car back and forth. 
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Figure 6.6 The RobotControlGUI "Navigation" Tab.  RobotCmdGUI tests the 
navigation capabilities of the Kyosho Mini-Z. 

 

The only tab on the RobotCmdGUI not used in conjunction with the 

TestMotorBoard application is “Navigation” (Figure 6.6).  Navigation uses the 

TestNavigation application on the Mica to test the Navigation component for the 

Kyosho Mini-Z.  Moving from point A to point B on a differential drive vehicle is simple 

– the robot turns in place at A and moves directly to the destination B.  The Kyosho 

Mini-Z’s Ackerman steering makes this task more complex.  The Navigation 

component calculates the trajectory needed to move from A to B by driving in the tightest 

circle possible from A until the car is oriented towards B when it starts moving in a 

straight line.  To use TestNavigation, the current location and heading (A) are input into 

RobotCmdGUI along with the final destination (B).  The resulting trajectory is calculated 

and displayed.  The coordinates are also sent to the Mica, which calculates and runs the 

trajectory separately on the Mica.  Navigation was originally designed to be used in 

Pursuit-Evasion games [10]. 
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6.2.2 Matlab 

An extensive Matlab toolset is provided with TinyOS, primarily used to support 

localization experiments [14].  TinyOS Matlab allows a user to send commands as well 

as collect and process data.  When testing new localization schemes for the CotsBots 

(Chapter 7), Matlab could be extremely useful for computing and displaying locations.  

Matlab could also be used to provide a feedback loop from a sensor network if the 

computation capabilities of that particular sensor network are not adequate.   

 

Figure 6.7 A Control Interface in Matlab.  This control interface was designed to 
serve as a car control interface similar to what is available in RobotCmdGUI. 

 

Up to this point however, Matlab has only been used as another control interface 

for the CotsBots.  A Matlab GUI similar to RobotCmdGUI was designed to control 

speed, turn, and direction (Figure 6.7).  This GUI can also send a series of commands to 
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the CotsBots to drive them in an open loop pattern.  As mentioned earlier, Matlab has 

also been used to provide joystick control for the CotsBots. 

6.3 Higher Level Design for Distributed Robotics Applications 

In any embedded system, it is often difficult to find potential faults in the system 

even during simulation and testing.  Designing a system using large numbers of 

individual robots is even more complex.  Therefore, it is helpful to look towards higher-

level design concepts to help design and verify applications before they are implemented.  

Much like the abstraction concepts promoted in using TinyOS, platform-based design 

promotes separation of the functional aspects of a design from the implementation and 

architectural details [31].   

Models of computation provide a formal framework in which to examine timing 

and communications, and also provide a means for formal verification and synthesis.  In a 

multi-robot system, timing and communication becomes particularly nasty and classical 

control does not generally deal with these issues effectively.  Finding a timing model for 

a system like the CotsBots however is difficult.  In a synchronous model of computation, 

all of the system elements share the same global clock and computations only occur at the 

edges of this clock.  In an asynchronous model, different system components may have 

different clocks and computation tends to occur when an event triggers it.  Synchronous 

models are easier to describe and verify, but an asynchronous model more closely 

matches the event-driven CotsBots system. 

TinyGALS (globally-asynchronous, locally-synchronous), might provide one 

solution to this problem [32].  Another solution is to design using a synchronous model of 
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computation with calculated bounds on what can go wrong with the asynchronous 

implementation.  A simple robot diffusion example is used to test this second option.  A 

control system was designed to spread the CotsBots evenly along a line given distance 

information between the robots (Figure 6.8).  This problem is very similar to that 

described in [33]. 
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Figure 6.8 A One-Dimensional Robot Diffusion Controller.  This control loop should 
move the robots apart along a line. 

 

The Esterel language was chosen to model the functional aspects of this control 

system, [34].  Esterel may be synthesized into C code and easily be adapted to nesC and 

TinyOS making it a good candidate for a high-level CotsBots design language.  Esterel 

breaks the system into functional units called modules which describe single robots in 

this case (Figure 6.9).  The functional model contains no implementation details implying 

that the distance may be obtained by a simple sonar sensor or an overhead camera 

feeding data in through the radio. 
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setSpeed 
setDir

getDistance
Distancerobot1 robot2 robotN. . .

module robot1:
input frontDistance1(double), rearDistance1(double);
output setSpeed1(double), setDir1(integer);
output getDistance;
constant GAIN = 0.2 : double;
var speed := 0.0 : double, dir := 1 : integer in
loop
emit getDistance1;
emit setSpeed1(speed);
emit setDir1(dir);
[await frontDistance1 || await rearDistance1];
speed := GAIN*(?frontDistance1 - ?rearDistance1);
if speed >= 0.0 then dir:=1 else dir:=-1 end if

end loop
end var
end module

setSpeed 
setDir

getDistance
Distancerobot1 robot2 robotN. . .

setSpeed 
setDir

getDistance
Distancerobot1 robot2 robotN. . .

module robot1:
input frontDistance1(double), rearDistance1(double);
output setSpeed1(double), setDir1(integer);
output getDistance;
constant GAIN = 0.2 : double;
var speed := 0.0 : double, dir := 1 : integer in
loop
emit getDistance1;
emit setSpeed1(speed);
emit setDir1(dir);
[await frontDistance1 || await rearDistance1];
speed := GAIN*(?frontDistance1 - ?rearDistance1);
if speed >= 0.0 then dir:=1 else dir:=-1 end if

end loop
end var
end module  

Figure 6.9 The Esterel Functional Description.  The functional description includes 
no details on implementation. 

 

To simulate this Esterel model, it is compiled to C-code and linked with master 

code that provides features such as distance estimates and integrators for the robot 

motors.  To simulate asynchronous timing in the system, distance measurements were 

delayed with a set probability. In this example however, the measurements were only 

queued for later and never lost.  As expected, increasing the probability of delay also 

decreased the likelihood that the system would remain stable (Figure 6.10).   
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Figure 6.10 Stability v. Asynchrony.  As more distance measurements are delayed, 
the system becomes increasingly unstable. 
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Esterel offers one means for higher-level system design for the CotsBots.  A 

model of computation such as TinyGALS might offer another.  As system requirements 

for large-scale multi-robot applications become more complex and timing issues become 

more difficult to understand, using a higher-level design language will become even more 

important in designing large-scale multi-robot applications. 
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Chapter 7  

Future Work 

 

This thesis is merely a first step in designing large-scale multi-robot applications.  

The applications described in Chapter 5 all use very simple sensors to accomplish 

relatively simple tasks.  Now that a hardware and software platform has been developed, 

more complex sensors and applications may also be considered.  Localization is one of 

the unanswered questions on the CotsBots platform, and several projects are underway to 

build new location sensors for the CotsBots.  These sensors could either be used on the 

CotsBots themselves or on a sensor network surrounding the CotsBots.  Once localization 

is in place, an entire new family of applications can be developed.  The modularity 

inherent in the CotsBots’ hardware and the flexibility of the software should allow the 

CotsBots to be modified and improved over the years to fit the demands of multi-robot 

systems research. 

7.1 Sensors 

Very few of the sensors discussed in Chapter 3 have actually been used on the 

CotsBots so far.  The Mica Sensorboard is used in a variety of applications, including all 

of the applications from Chapter 5.  The Whisker board was tested early on for use with 

wall following applications.  The key sensors remaining for the CotsBots center on 

localization, for which GPS and ultrasound are viable options.  However, since GPS 
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functionality is limited to outdoor environments, only ultrasound is discussed below.   A 

new optical sensor used for triangulation is also being considered. 

7.1.1 Ultrasound  

One way of locating objects is by measuring the distances between them.  These 

distances can be used to build a rigid graph in which locations are the vertices and 

distances form the edges.  One method of determining the distance between objects is to 

measure the time spent sending an acoustic pulse from one object to the other.  Using the 

Mica motes, a radio message is sent at the same time as an acoustic pulse from a separate 

sensorboard.  When the second Mica receives the radio message, it starts a timer.  This 

timer is stopped when the acoustic pulse is detected.  This method is often known as 

time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) and has been tested on the Mica motes using both 

acoustic and ultrasonic transceivers [14],[21]. 

 

Figure 7.1 Mica2Dot Ultrasound Hardware.  The specialized cone used to make the 
ultrasound transceiver omni-directional is shown in the stack on the left and the 
ultrasound sensorboard itself is shown at bottom.  The other boards include a 
Mica2Dot in the middle, a magnetometer board at lower-right, and the power board 
plus battery at top. 
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To test the viability of this hardware for use on the CotsBots, some initial 

experiments were run using the ultrasound hardware shown in Figure 7.1 on the 

Mica2Dot platform.  The Mica2Dot was chosen for these experiments over the 

ultrasound board shown in Figure 3.14 because of the extra hardware cone designed to 

make the Mica2Dot ultrasound sensorboard omni-directional.  In the first experiment, 

one mote was placed in a stationary position and was programmed to send out 

radio/ultrasound chirps approximately 4 times/sec.  A second mote was moved in 10 cm 

increments away from the transmitter mote from 10 cm to 140 cm.  This mote forwarded 

distance measurements back to a base station for analysis. 

 

Figure 7.2 Calibration Experiments for the Ultrasound Sensorboard.  The dotted 
line is the median of the uncalibrated data and the dashed line is the calibrated data.  
The calibration is linear and only requires two values. 

 

The results of these experiments are promising for localization.  The median value 

over the collected data at each location was used to calibrate the sensor readings for each 
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mote (Figure 7.2).  Note that the ultrasound transceiver tends to overestimate distances 

when they are small, and underestimate when they are larger.  A linear fit is used to map 

the sensed data to the calibrated data meaning that only two values are required if this 

calibration is done on the mote. 

 

Figure 7.3 Histogram of Ultrasound Data.  Most of the distance measurements lie 
within +/- 50 mm of the true value. 

 

Once the data has been calibrated, it is important to understand the accuracy of 

each measurement.  The median value of the collected data was used in the calibration 

analysis above, but an entire range of data was actually collected.  A histogram shows the 

accuracy of the data collected at all distances (Figure 7.3).  Most of the distance 

measurements lie within +/- 50 mm of the true distance and this performance is even 

better on some of the motes.   
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Figure 7.4 Data from MobiLoc Experiment.  The target was moved along the white 
path at left and the resulting calibrated, filtered data from each mote is shown at 
right. 

 

These calibration experiments were run as part of the MobiLoc study [35].  

MobiLoc uses range estimates to a mobile object to localize a group of static sensors.  A 

second experiment used four motes to collect distance measurements to a mobile mote 

(shown at the intersection of the two red lines) moving along the white path shown in 

Figure 7.4, similar to data that might be obtained from a moving CotsBot surrounded by a 

static sensor network.  The resulting data, which has been calibrated and run through a 

moving-median filter, is also shown above.  Once distance measurements such as these 

are collected, multi-lateration algorithms, which use distance between objects to compute 

their positions, can then localize the sensor network and/or CotsBots. 

7.1.2 PhotoBeacon 

Another way to localize objects is to measure the angles between them.  

Assuming at least one distance is known, these angular measurements can be used in a 

triangulation algorithm in a similar fashion to the multi-lateration estimation above.  A 
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sensor to measure these angles called the PhotoBeacon System is currently in 

development.  This sensor is meant to provide the capabilities of the beacon described in 

[24]. 

 

Figure 7.5 The PhotoBeacon System.  The concept is shown below with an enhanced 
view of the PhotoBeacon IC layout in the upper left and the fisheye lens in the upper 
right. 

 

The PhotoBeacon system is composed of three parts: a fisheye lens, the 

PhotoBeacon IC, and high-brightness LEDs (Figure 7.5).  The fisheye lens is available 

commercially from Omnitech Robotics and has a 190o field-of-view (FOV) [36].  Such a 

wide field of view allows the fisheye lens to see light from within the horizontal plane 

when the lens is pointed straight up (i.e. light coming from other CotsBots).  The 

PhotoBeacon IC is custom-developed in a commercial 0.25 µm CMOS process and 

includes 256 photodiodes arrayed in a circle multiplexed into the optical receiver 

described in [37].  This optical receiver has been modified to lower the bandwidth and 
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increase the sensitivity so that commercially available high-brightness LEDs may be 

detected at ranges of 5-10 m through the fisheye lens. 
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Figure 7.6 PhotoBeacon System Operation.  The fisheye lens maps light from the 
plane onto the circle of photodiodes.  This is then decoded into an ID and angular 
position. 

 

A general view of system operation is shown in Figure 7.6.  The fisheye lens is 

used to map light from the plane onto the array of photodiodes.  The PhotoBeacon IC can 

then determine the relative angular position of another robot to approximately 1o, from 

which point a triangulation algorithm may be run.  The PhotoBeacon LEDs are used to 

blink each robot’s unique ID at up to 1 kHz to identify itself.  Other information could be 

included in this message as well however, including robot positions already determined.  

In this manner, the algorithm could be entirely distributed through a group of robots with 

no central processing required.   

The PhotoBeacon IC has been fabricated and is currently in testing.  Once the IC 

has been validated, a new CotsBots sensorboard including the PhotoBeacon IC, mounting 

for the fisheye lens, and driver circuitry for the LEDs will be designed to integrate with 

the Mica.  After this board has been tested on its own with the Mica motes, it will be 

added to the CotsBots for mobile testing. 
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7.2 Applications 

Once localization sensors have been integrated with the CotsBots, a plethora of 

applications will become feasible.  While some of these applications may still be possible 

with simpler sensors, localization will either enable the application or greatly improve its 

performance.  One such application is the Pursuit-Evasion game.  Pursuit-evasion may 

still be possible without direct localization of the agents involved, but localization will 

certainly make this task a great deal easier.  Mapping an unknown area is simply not 

possible without localization information.   

7.2.1 Pursuit-Evasion Games (PEGs) 

Pursuit-evasion games (PEGs) involve one or more autonomous pursuers chasing 

one or more autonomous or human-controlled evaders.  PEG algorithms are often 

difficult to test because of the large amounts of space required.  The outdoor environment 

shown in Figure 7.7 uses 3 robots and a helicopter to pursue an evader robot.  Even if the 

helicopter were not used in this test, the Pioneer robots would still necessitate an outdoor 

or very large indoor environment. 

 

Figure 7.7 A Pursuit-Evasion Game.  One helicopter and three ground pursuers are 
shown chasing one ground evader. Picture courtesy of [10]. 
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In contrast, the CotsBots would allow PEG testing on a much smaller and cheaper 

scale (Figure 7.8).  Micas can also be included with the CotsBots to expand the sensing 

capabilities of the pursuers as described in [10].  In Figure 7.8 twenty five sensor nodes 

are used to localize a Mini-Z RC Car in an area of 25 m2.  To test a variety of algorithm 

ideas in a real environment, the CotsBots’ flexible software architecture can easily 

substitute different control algorithms and ideas. 

 

Figure 7.8 A Pursuit-Evasion Game Setup with Sensor Network.   This setup is 
indoors and occupies approximately 25 m2.  Picture courtesy of [10]. 

 

7.2.2 Mapping and Exploration 

One of the primary application goals for the CotsBots when they were first 

conceived was their use to test mapping and exploration algorithms.  Mapping and 

exploration are naturally “divide and conquer” type problems which give an 

extraordinary advantage to multi-robot systems over single robots.  Multi-robot systems 

can cover separate areas simultaneously while a single robot must cover the entire area 

completely by itself.  In addition to the time savings, redundancy can greatly improve a 

generated map, and heterogeneous robots can be used to provide different sensors in 

different situations. 
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The CotsBots provide a general-purpose testing platform for mapping and 

exploration.  Hu ran several mapping simulations given many robots with only a front 

“bump” sensor included [38].  As seen in Figure 7.9, these robots create an occupancy 

grid map of an unknown area.  Each grid cell starts with a 50% chance of being occupied 

by an obstacle.  As the robots move through this area, cells become darker if an obstacle 

was detected and white cells indicate that no obstacle was present.  Of course, an 

occupancy grid also requires that the robots know where they are in that grid, for which 

localization is required. 

 

Figure 7.9 A Matlab Simulation for Mapping and Exploration.  Screenshot courtesy 
of Jianghai Hu. 

 

Other mapping and exploration algorithms may be tested as well.  Instead of using 

an occupancy grid, particle filtering or landmark recognition could be substituted as a 

mapping algorithm.  Software components as well as hardware sensors can be substituted 

as required on the CotsBots to test these various mapping ideas easily and effectively.  
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7.3 Global Domination 

This thesis has presented a general-purpose hardware and software platform for 

distributed robotics.  In order to enable the future applications described above, it is 

expected that the CotsBots spread beyond their current use at UC Berkeley.  To this end, 

future work should also include maintaining an active support structure for the CotsBots 

through the project website as well as staying current with new innovations in TinyOS 

and sensor network hardware.  Groups involved in DARPA’s Networked Embedded 

Systems Technology (NEST) program have already received CotsBots and students at 

Michigan Tech have independently begun research on the CotsBots platform.  Hopefully, 

a community of CotsBots users will generate new ideas and directions to be pursued.  
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Chapter 8  

Conclusions 

 

An off-the-shelf robot platform for distributed robotics has been presented.  The 

CotsBots are small, inexpensive, off-the-shelf, and provide an extremely flexible and 

easy to use hardware and software platform for the user.  Hardware is purchased off-the-

shelf and only simple modifications are necessary to build a CotsBot.  In fact, over 80 

CotsBots have already been built at a cost of just over $200 each.  Software is open-

source allowing the application writer to draw from a large pool of existing components 

to simplify software design.  The various applications presented in Chapter 5 demonstrate 

the utility of the CotsBots base platform with only a simple, commercially available 

sensor board added.  It is hoped that the CotsBots will provide a simple, easy-to-use 

platform for research in distributed robotics. 
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